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AXLE
JACKS

This series of jacks is known throughout 
the industry as the most reliable and 
longest lasting lift system of its kind. 
Their compact and field-ready design 
and low starting height makes them ideal 
for shop use or road service work.

www.servicesolutions.mahle.com
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Axle Jack
Four hydraulic axle jack options, three with a 25 ton capacity, and one at a 35 ton capacity.

FEATURES: 
 �Unique QuickLift® feature, internal design raises the ram to the 
load at a quicker rate of speed
 � Low starting height of 8” allows for easy positioning and spotting 
underneath low profile vehicles
 � Patent pending air ram retract feature allows the user to reset the 
ram back to minimum starting height without reconnecting the 
hose
 � Short handled version ideal for road service work

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Black Armor Coating™ Protects the ram from rust and corrosion 
to extend longevity of product

Anti-Corrosive System The distinctive design of the internal sys-
tem protects the hydraulic system to extend product life
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485 80051 00 CAJ-25 25 Ton Axle Jack
485 80053 00 CAJ-25LP 25 Ton Axle Jack – Large Pad
485 80052 00 CAJ-25S 25 Ton Axle Jack – Short Handle
485 80054 00 CAJ-35 35 Ton Axle Jack

FEATURE
COMPARISON

CAJ-25 CAJ-25LP CAJ-25S CAJ-35

Capacity 50,000 lb 

(22,680 kg)

50,000 lb (22,680 

kg)

50,000 lb 

(22,680 kg)

70,000 lb 

(31,751 kg)

Minimum Start Height 8 in (20 cm) - 8 in (20 cm) -

Maximum Lift Height 21 in (53 cm) - 21 in (53 cm) -

Power Source Air/Hydraulic - Air/Hydraulic -

Required Air Pressure 90 to 120 psi 

(6.2 to 8.3 bar)

- 90 to 120 psi (6.2 

to 8.3 bar)

110 to 200 psi 

(7.7 to 13.8 bar)

Stroke 5.1 in (13 cm) 5.1 in (13 cm) 5.1 in (13 cm) 5.1 in (13 cm)

Extension Screw Adjustment 4.9 in (12 cm) - 4.9 in (12 cm) -

Frame Width 12 in (30 cm) - 12 in (30 cm) -

Frame Length 20 in (51 cm) - 20 in (51 cm) -

Wheel Diameter 8 in (20 cm) - 8 in (20 cm) -

Handle Length 53 in (135 cm) - 23 in (58 cm) -

Shipping Weight 124 lb (56 kg) 120 lb (54 kg) 124 lb (56 kg) 146 lb (66 kg)

Maximum Air Pressure - 200 psi (13.8 bar) - -

Starting Height (SH) - 8.7 in (22 cm) - -

SH w/ Short Lift Pad Extension - 11 in (28 cm) - -

SH w/ Tall Lift Pad Extension - 13.7 in (35 cm) - -

SH w/ Short and Tall Lift Pad Extensions - 16 in (41 cm) - -

Lifting Height (LH) - 13.6 in (35 cm) - -

LH w/ Short Lift Pad Extension - 16.2 in (41 cm) - -

LH w/ Tall Lift Pad Extension - 18.8 in (48 cm) - -

LH w/ Short and Tall Lift Pad Extensions - 21.1 in (54 cm) - -

Lift Pad Diameter - 3.5 in (9 cm) - -

Lift Pad Start Height - - - 9.3 in (24 cm)

Lift Pad Start Height w/ Adapter - - - 11.9 in (30 cm)

Screw Adjustment - - - 5 in (13 cm)

Length (Handle Horizontal) - - - 71 in (180 cm)

Width at Wheels - - - 14.3 in (36 cm)

Overall Height (Handle Vertical) - - - 58.5 in (149 cm)
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10 Ton Bottle Jack for Ag Sprayer – Air Assist
Safely change the wheels on a sprayer with this 10 ton bottle jack.

FEATURES:
 � 100% air operated
 �Built-in vehicle support stand feature
 �Multiple width saddle options
 �Removeable handle
 �Can be used in pairs with the air valve T-connector

485 80019 00 CBJ-10A 10 Ton Bottle Jack for Ag Sprayer – Air Assist

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity 20,000 lb (9,072 kg)

Minimum Start Height 50 in (127 cm)

Minimum Start Height with Wide Saddle 50 in (126 cm)

Maximum Lift Height 68 in (172 cm)

Maximum Lift Height with Wide Saddle 67 in (169 cm)

Saddle Width 6.25 in (16 cm)

Wide Saddle Width 9.875 in (25 cm)

Pin Increment Positions 2.5 in (6.35 cm)

Stroke 9.625 (24 cm)

Width 26 in (66 cm)

Length 27.5 in (70 cm)

Total Weight 290 lb (132 kg)

MSS-3-318


